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News had arrived that the Empire of Japan had attacked Pearl Harbour. Then the Philippines and Malaya as 
Australians gathered around their radios. It was the 19 February 1942 the Battle for Australia was about to begin. 
Imperial Japanese  Forces proposed an invasion of Australia instead the tactics were to starve us from the United 

States Forces as our terrain was to severe and  the Allied Defence Force was too strong. This offensive was not 
used instead he used tactics to slow the allied forces down thus creating what we call the battle for Australia Date 
19 February 1942 to 2 September 1945 Location Coral Sea, New Guinea ,Solomon Islands, and Australia. 
Famous Names John Curtin, Joseph Burnett, David V.J. Blake, John Crace, Australians  and Gerald  Muirhead 
Godd English. Enemy   Chuichi  Nagumo, Mitsuo  Fuchinda,Sakonjo  Naomasa ,Sasaki Hankyu German Robert 
Yesenin and Theodor Detmers. 

The First Wednesday in September is the day we acknowledge every one who was involved in that battle. We owe 

them so much. Thankyou.  
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5 Field Ambulance RAAMC Association 
Co-Patrons: COL Ray Hyslop OAM RFD & LTCOL Derek Cannon RFD 

Office Bearers  
PRESIDENT: MAJ David Czerkies OAM CStJ, 2 Butler Rd., Pemulwuy NSW 2145,(Mob) 0428.425.143 

HON SECRETARY:  Alan Curry OAM—35/1a Gordon Close, Anna Bay NSW 2316 

 (H) (02) 4982.2189 (M) 0427 824 646 Email: curry36@bigpond.net.au 

A/SECTREARY Hugh McCarty 5 Tanang St., Bomaderry NSW 2541 (M) 0417.589.339 Email: 

 hmcarty68@yahoo.com.au 

HON TREASURER: Ann Jackson—64 Morris St., St Marys NSW 2760 (M) 0407.236.724 

COMMITTEE: WO 1 Warren Barnes OAM Mobile: 0409 909 439 

 Fred Bell (ASM) Mobile: 0410 939 583 

 Noel Christensen RFD Mobile: 0422.082.469 

DISCLAIMER: 

Opinions expressed in our quarterly newsletters are not necessarily those of our Patrons, Executive or 
Committee. We welcome any input as long as it is not offensive or abusive but if any member has a 
problem with a printed article we would like to be informed in order that the author may be contacted. We 

ADVERTISEMENTS: Any enquiries for advertisements in our magazine, please contact Alan Curry or 

any committee member (details are listed above) We are not a Charity, we are a ‘Not-For-Profit’, 

community-based organisation and we are unincorporated, and have been since 1982. 
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A “Special” notice to all the current (and past) serving members of 1/5 Health/5 CSSB/5 Field Ambulance 

who are not members of our Association. We would like you to join us and tell us about yourselves. This 

invitation is also extended to the very committed 202,203,206 and 211 ACU members. (see A/Form last page) 

Do you know why Veterans Place Their Right Hand Over Their Heart – ANZAC DAY, VETERANS DAY & REMEMBRANCE DAY? The 

Salute by Veterans at the Cenotaph or Wreath Laying Ceremony (Remembrance Service) It will be noticed at any Remembrance 

Service or when passing a Cenotaph Veterans will place their Right Hand over their “Left Side” ….. many believing that they were 

placing their ‘Hand over their Heart” in Respect or Remembrance of their Fallen Comrades”;- this is not so. The Veterans Salute to 

their “Fallen Comrades” originated in London on Armistice Day in 1920, during the ceremony to unveil and dedicate the Cenotaph in 

Whitehall at the same time a funeral procession accompanying the remains of the “Unknown Soldier” halted at the Cenotaph during 

the ceremony before proceeding to Westminster Abbey for internment. Those present included the senior Soldier, sailor and many 

Victoria Cross winners. The ceremony concluded with a march past. The Regimental Sergeant Major of the Guard Regiment 

conducting the ceremony, faced with a gathering of highly decorated and high ranking military men (including many Victoria Cross 

winners), all wearing rows of medals, decreed that all would salute the Cenotaph as they marched past by placing their hand over 

their medals, signifying that “No matter what honours we may have been awarded they are nothing compared with the honour due to 

those who paid the supreme sacrifice”.  (With kind thanks to member, Bill Laidlaw) 
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LIFE MEMBERS 
(Please contact me if I have omitted your name or if any corrections are needed) 

Mr. Samuel ALEXANDER 
WO 11 Michael ALI OAM 
# Mrs Pamela AROPIO 
COL Suresh BADAMI OAM RFD 
# Mr. Adam BAILEY 
Dr. Robert BAILEY 
Mr. Trevor BARNES RFD 
WO 1 Warren BARNES OAM 
Mr. Alan BECKERLEG 
Mr. Fred BELL 
Mr. Robert ('Scotty') BOYD 
# Mr. Greg BROWN 
Dr. Harding BURNS OAM 
Mr. Bob BUTLER 
LTCOL Derek CANNON RFD 
# Mrs Edna CANNON 
Mr. Greg CANT 
# Mrs. Felicity CAREY (nee Evans) 
WO1 Michael CARLSON (Ret'd) 
CMDR James CHAPMAN (Ret'd) 
Mr. John CHARTER 
Mr. Noel CHRISTENSEN RFD 
Mr. John CLEGG 
Mr. David COOPER OAM 
Mrs Elizabeth (Betty) CROSSLEY (nee Jordan) 

# Mr. Joseph CRUMLIN OAM 
Mr. Gordon CURTIS 
Mr. Alan CURRY OAM 
Mr. Greg CURRY 
Mr. John CURRY 
Mr. Patrick CURRY 
# Mr. Stephen CURRY 
MAJ David CZERKIES OAM CStJ 
MAJ Peter DALGLEISH RFD 
WO 11 Theo DECHAUFEPIE OAM 
Mr. George DONNELLY 
Dr. Ken DOUST OAM 
# Mr Brian  DOYLE 
LTCOL Andrew ELLIS OAM 
# Mr. Josh EVANS 
# Mrs. Julie EVANS 
# Mr. Tony EVANS 
MAJ Madeline EVES RFD 
Mr. Phillip FAGUE 
Mr. Laurie FARRUGIA JP 
Mr. Brett FERRARI 
# Mrs. Adrienne FOLEY 
Mr. Ron FOLEY 
Mrs. Frances FOOKES  

(nee Henderson) 
LTCOL Paul FOOKES 
Mr. Richard FORD 
MAJ John GALLAGHER 
Mr. Joe GATTY 
MAJGEN Warren GLENNY AO RDF ED 
CAPT John GORRELL RFD (Ret'd) 
# Mrs. Margaret GORRELL 
Victoria GORRIE 
WO 1 Gordon GRANT MiD (Ret'd) 
Mr. Barry (Bob) GRIEVES 
# Mrs. Betty HAMILTON 
Mr. Tomas  HAMILTON 
Mr. John HEAD 
CAPT Ken HELSBY 
MAJ Eileen HENDERSON OAM RFD  
 (nee Anderson) 
LTCOL Kym HENDERSON RFD 
Mr. Rodney HOGAN 
MAJ James HOOLAN Jr. USMC (Ret'd) 
# M/s Joanne HOVELING 
Mr. Edward HUNG 
LTCOL Sandy HUNT-SHARMAN RFD (Ret'd) 
Mr. Kevin HURRELL 
COL Ray HYSLOP OAM RFD 
CAPT Jim ILIOPOULOS 
CAPT Natalie ILIOPOULOS  

(nee Polydoropoulos) 
Mr. Terry IRVINE OAM 
Mrs. Ann JACKSON (nee Williams) 
# Mr. Don JARMAN 
 Mr. Ernest JOHNSON 
# Mr. Patrick JONES 

Mr. Richard JONES 
# M/s Sarah JONES 
# Mrs. Sue JONES 
LTCOL Stuart JONES RFD 
MAJ Robert (Bob) KENYON 
Mr. Doug KERSEY 
Mr. Colin KLINE 
LTCOL Edward KREMER OAM 
# Mr. Anthony LAING 
# Mrs. Brittany LAING (nee Evans) 
COL Frank LANG OAM RFD ED 
LT Igor LEMECH 
# Mr. Bryan LINDSAY 
# Mr. Geoffrey LINDSAY 
# Mrs. Maureen LIWNGSTON 
MAJ Kathleen LOADSMAN 
Mr. Robert LOVE 
Mr. Edwin LOWERY 
Mr. Alen LUCIC 
Mr. Nick MARSHALL 
Dr. Helena MARTIN 
Mr. Gordon MILLS 
Mr. Paul MISTO 
COL Bill MOLLOY RFD ED 
Mr. Michael MORONEY 
# Mr. Charles MURRAY 
Mr. John McCARTHY 
Mr. Hugh McCARTY 
# Dr. Philip McGRATH 
# Mrs. Trish McGRATH 
LTCOL John McKEOWN RFD (Ret'd) 
CAPT Tom McLANDERS (Ret'd) 
Mr. Ken McNUFF 
# M/s Marion NEWMAN 
CAPT Richard NG 
# Mrs. Rayda NOBLE (nee Prain) 
MAJ John O'BRIEN (Ret'd) 
# Mr. Peter O'GRADY 
Mr. Barry O'KEEFE 
WO 1 E. (Bill) O'KEEFE (Ret'd) 
Mr. Chris O’REILLY 
COL John OVERTON AM RFD 
WO 2 Steve PARIS (Ret'd) 
MAJGEN John PEARN AO RFD CStJ 
Mr. Barry PERIGO 
# Mrs. Heather PERIGO 
Mr. Peter PETHER 
LTCOL David PHILLIPS RFD 
Mrs. Karen PHILLIPS (nee Stead) 
WO 1 Ken PHILLIPS OAM 
Mr. Bob PINK OAM 
# Mrs Barbara  PORTER 
Cameron  POWELL 
Mr. John PRICE 
Dr. F.G. (Geoff.) PRIOR 

+Mr. Thomas (Tom) PRITCHARD 
COL Robert (Bob) REID ED (Ret'd) 
CAPT James ROCHE OAM 
Mr. Michael ROWLEY 
Mr. Bill RYLANDS 
Mrs. Cathy SALMON 
CAPT Susan SALVI 
MAJ Rod SEARLE (Ret'd) 
Mr. Paul SHERGOLD 
Mr. Robert SHILLINGSWORTH 
Mr. George SIP 
Mr. Ross SMITH 
CAPT Stephen STEIGRAD (Ret'd) 
Mr. Robert STEWART 
# M/s Judith STRACHAN 
Mr. Chris STRODE 
Mr Colin  STRONG 
Mr. Teddy SUGPATAN 
Mr. Peter SULLIVAN 
# Mrs. Debra TAYLOR 
# Mr. Trevor TAYLOR 
Mr. Bill THOMPSON 
Dr. Peter TRALAGGAN 
Mr. Ian TUCKER 
Dr. Michael TYQUIN 
Mrs. Ruth VAUDIN (nee Corbet) 
CPL Rhyse VAUGHN 

Mrs. Kate VERCOE (nee 
Rose) 

Mr. Matthew VERCOE 
Mr. Don WALKER 
# Mr. Kim WARNOCK 
# Mr. David WASSON 
# Mr. Lindsay WASSON 
LTCOL Darren WATERSON 
Mr. John WEAVER 
Mr. Ronald WEBB 
Mr. lan WHITE 
MAJ Bruce WHITTET 

(Ret'd) 
CAPT Don WIKNER ED JP 
# Mr. David WILKINSON 
COL Warwick WILKINSON 

AO RFD ED 
MAJ Alex WILLIAMS 
Mr. David WILLIAMS 
Mr. John WILSON 
# Mrs Margaret  WOODHEAD 
Dr. Phillip YUILE 

+ 2/5th Australian Field Ambulance 
# Associate Member 
 

(The words below are not 
mine, but they invoke a 
beautiful message.  
(My kind thanks to IC 
Markets on “Google”) 

 
Life is a long adventure.  
It takes us places we could 
never imagine. Places that 
bring utter happiness and joy 
to our lives and some places 
that are rather dark.  
Throughout all the journeys 
we take, we meet people 
along the way that make it all 
worth it.  
These people may only be in 
our lives for a short time, but 
the laughs and memories that 
are made together will be a 
part of you forever.  
 
That's the real beauty of it, I 
think.  
All these people that come 
into our lives as strangers 
become some of our best 
friends for a long time or a 
short one.  
 
When you take a step back 
and look at it, it is quite a 
beautiful concept.  
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Message from the Assistant Secretary 

Hi this is not a sincere greeting from the Sec , it’s a  

introduction from Chook, Sarge, Doc, Frog, Macka, Hughie,  

and yes, I have a real name Hugh McCarty. Well it started with a slightly over 

weight  Ex soldier of 24 years Regs and 6 years Reserves, trying to find the  

location of the RAAMC Association  on Anzac day 2013 and I ran in to Alan. 

Before I knew what was happening I was a financial life member of 5 Field 

Ambulance. Well I am a soldier of 30 years service, was Medical Assistant  

Sgt  when I transferred to the Reserve Recruiter 2000 finally discharged in 

2006. 

Civvy hats include Painter Decorator, Commercial cleaner, Personal Trainer 

life Coach, Published artist , played Semi Professional Football (AFL) and 

Cricket .  

Army experience, Medical Orderly, Medical  Assistant and Technician 77 /06, 

ranks  Private ,Corporal, Sargent  Qualified for SSgt rank disappeared before 

got to wear it and was subject up for WO but  pulled the pin, no regrets 

loved my army life although it took great toll on my body.  

Postings -8 Camp Hospital 77/78, D.S.U, Albury/Wodonga  78/80, RAP Cpl 212 

Supply Coy and 176 Air Dispatch 80/82, RAP Cpl 51 Supply Coy 82|83, RAP Cpl 

Infantry Singleton 83/88, RAP Cpl 8/9 RAR 89/9o, RAP Sgt DSU Randwick, 

Vic Bks 91/94, RAP Sgt  of 4RAR 94/96,Medical Supervisor Tri -Service 

ADFRU 96/98, last posting was Bonegilla 99/2000. Transferred to reserves 

‘till discharge 2006, position in Reserve was a recruiter Murray region.  

Have held manager positions and various mess duties in Army but never 

Secretary, need hand held for a while!  Little by little, bit by bit I will get 

there . 

KIND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
(Please advise us if your payment has not been acknowledged) 

MAJGEN Warren GLENNY AO (Cheque $150) for Life Membership $100 and Donation $50. 
Bryan LINDSAY (Cheque $30) for 30 X $1 Raffle Tickets (20 for himself and 10 for his daughter, Adriana 
White)  

Some mistakes are too much fun to only make once! 
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 Dear Members, 
I hope you are all well and safe. Well, COVID is still making a presence with new variants 
 and won’t let go. I know from my family, that the virus has hit some of us while others  
like me have got away with it, I think.  Or have I have just been one of the guys who was  
asymptomatic and thinking I just had the cold/flu. Who knows, the only way would be to have continued 
PCRs or Rapid testing to keep on track. 

 

I  would like to take this opportunity on behalf of 5 Field Ambulance and the 

President of RAAMC on the recent appointment of Warrant Officer Kim 

Felmingham OAM NSC as the first female and non-arms Corps RSM-Army.  

Traditionally the position was held by Arms Corps, however this has now seen 

any Corps can hold the top job. I feel mighty proud of her achievement into 

the top job of RSM-A. Though she will wear the badge of the rising sun, she 

has not forgotten her roots in RAAMC as a medical attendant. I had the 

privilege of being one of her instructors when she commenced her career as a 

trainee at the School of Army Health in 1990. Her career has been distinguished receiving the Nursing 

Service Cross for her service in Timor, as an RSM she has had postings in all three tiers levels, where I had 

the opportunity to work with her again at HQ 2nd Division. In a recent email I sent to her congratulating her 

appointment, she indicated, she will continue to commit herself towards the common goal of soldiers and 

officers. Ensuring the Army can grow and become a formable organisation. WO Felmingham has paved the 

way for all soldiers in RAAMC that the top job is achievable on merit. Well done and I am sure she will be a 

great soldier representative not only for the Corps but for Army. 

In recent times I have also been elected at my local RSL Sub-Branch as the interim President until the next 

elections in March next year. So far I have been on a learning curve, learning the ropes, plus the added role 

of a Trustee member. And who says there’s no politics in the RSL. So far I have managed, and all good, 

with a lot of things going around. 

I still maintain my involvement with St John Ambulance and recently completed a course in emergency 

management. This was a great course, especially being a trainee for a change. And, with the predications 

for more turbulent times ahead, I can see these skills coming into practice in the near future. 

I would also like to take this opportunity to thank Hugh McCarty for helping out with this edition of the 

magazine. Hugh volunteered on Anzac Day this year on how he can help and offered to be an understudy 

to Alan. I am sure this edition will be of a high quality and with some surprises in the edition.  

We continue to support commemorations with an invitation to Concord for Victory in the Pacific Day in 

August and the Battle of Australia in September. If you are available and able to attend, this would be 

greatly appreciated in representing 5 Fd Ambulance. 

I anticipate seeing as many of you at our reunion in November, at Club Parramatta, the old Parramatta RSL, 

as in previous years where we can catch up and have a meal and a drink and enjoy each other company as 

we end the year for 2022. 

Before closing, we have received information that our Co-Patron 

Ray Hyslop is not doing well and in the past months his health 

has been declining. There been some suggestions he may have 

had further strokes or minor strokes. He continues to be 

supported by family and we ask that our prayers are for him and 

family as they go through this trying period.   

(Family photo of Ray and family at a get together, with thanks to 

daughter, Serena. 

May you all keep safe and I look forward to catching up with you 

all at the reunion in November. 

David Czerkies OAM, CStJ 
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1/5 HEALTH REPORT 
 

It was a poignant occasion to close a chapter in December 2021 of our Corps history as 1
st

 Health Support 

Company, part of 3rd Health Support Battalion, ceased to be. A new era, commencing from January 2022, 

is being embraced with our new unit 1/5 Health Support Company 2nd Health Battalion has emerged.  

 I wish to acknowledge all the members of the Coy for their spirit, enthusiasm, dedication and 

commitment, and thank their families, also, in supporting our new sub-unit. When we look across the year 

so far, from its commencement, we were unsure how the COVID pandemic would progress, and we were 

hoping it would not significantly impact our extensive 2022 plans under the new health restructure.  

Our first significant activity in 2022 was our mandatory induction weekend, where we were privileged to 

have in attendance our Commanding Officer, LTCOL Anna Reinhardt, and also RSM WO1 Craig Murray. We 

were also able to introduce the new CHQ team, and show our new Coy structure: including PHCT, PTI’s 

and PSsT. The induction weekend set the expectations and answered various question from our members 

regarding the health restructure.  

On this weekend members from our training/platoon locations travelled from Adamstown, and other 

members travelled from Canberra, Orange, the North and South coasts, to Randwick Barracks, Sydney, for 

this key training weekend. 

In April several of our nursing and medical officers and myself travelled to Queensland to attend - with the 

rest of the Battalion - the University of Queensland Medical Society ANZAC Day Memorial service, prior to 

25th April. This service honours the fourteen University of Queensland medical students and graduates 

who have been killed on operational service. This Anzac Day service has taken place every year since 

1952.We also had the opportunity to attend, as 2nd Health Battalion, the Nurses Memorial Candlelight Vigil 

at Anzac Square, Brisbane. This service pays tribute to all nurses, past and present, who served our 

nation, including those who did not return home from Active Service, and paid the ultimate sacrifice for 

our nation. The Centaur Memorial Fund for Nurses was established in 1948 to memorialise the nurses and 

medical personnel who lost their lives when the Hospital Ship Centaur was sunk by a Japanese submarine 

off the coast of Southeast Queensland, in 1943. Only one nurse survived, Sister Ellen Savage, from that 

tragic WWII incident, and she was awarded the George Medal for her bravery and courage. 

Other members of the Coy proudly marched in April at the Sydney ANAZAC Day march, and other 

members of the unit represented us on ANZAC Day at New Lambton.In the year so far, we have supported 

many training requests and have had members supporting Operations COVID Assist, Flood Assist and 

more recently Age Care Assist. The Coy has also conducted our own Army First Aid / Tactical Care 

Combat Casualty training. 

In reviewing the first six months of this year, the Coy training has covered team building weekends, 

activities including the obstacle course at Holsworthy, health planning leadership and ethical decision-

making training for all soldiers and officers, followed by  resilience activities in the Holsworthy pool. 

Weapons handling training was also conducted, as well as adventure training as a Company, with our hike 

to Wedding Cake Rock in the Royal National Park, Bundeena, mountain biking, kayaking, and a ‘role one 

shakeout’ at Holsworthy.  

These activities were all very successfully conducted amidst the ongoing impact of COVID on members, 

and their families, including impacting on members needing ‘to prioritise civilian work commitments. Many 

members also have had interruptions to career courses over the last two years, which we are now seeking 

to have caught up. As a Company we continue to use online platform options for training as we are 

dispersed over many locations, and this allows continuity in our training. 

1/5 Heath Support company has had a successful, busy first half of the year, including conducting our first 

Dining in Night at Victoria Barracks, Sydney. This formal mess dinner allowed us to practise again some of 

our long-standing army traditions. The dinner brought members from across the State. Our invited dinner 

guests included the Chief of Staff,  Commander Force Support Group HQ 17th Sustainment Brigade 

Colonel Charmaine Benfield, Clinical Advisor NSW Region/Senior Advisor Environmental Health, 

Directorate of Army Health Colonel Paul Byleveld, and our CO LTCOL Anna Reinhardt and RSM WO1 Craig 

Murray.  

Overall, it has been a busy and productive year to date, with another exciting six months ahead. 

 MAJ Sarah Winter, OC 1/5 Health Coy. 
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To all our sick and infirmed members, we are thinking of you and our prayers are with you.  
 
Even as I write this I have my wife, Ruth, and daughter, Julie, and myself laid up with Covid! We 
contracted it in early July and it ‘knocked us off our feet’. The good news is we are handling it well and 
on the mend. What a scourge this virus is! 
We also have two of our families (one  in Port Macquarie and the other in Wauchope) both down with 
Covid—one family with Mum and Dad and three kids and the other with Mum and four kids (Dad is 
working away in the Northern Territory).  
My sister-in-law from Tanilba Bay (Port Stephens) is also down with the Covid. Our prayers and good 
wishes are with them. 
 
It seems like this pandemic is far from over, so be on your guard and stay and think safety!! I would 
advise you to wear a mask when out shopping!  
 
A younger tally clerk work friend from my working days on the Sydney waterfront (Garth Rayward) kindly 
sent me his dad’s WW 2 war diaries. I have started to serialise them from this issue. I hope you enjoy 
reading them as much as it did me, whilst I was re-typing them out. 
 
I received the wonderful news (27th July, 10.20pm) that my grandson, Nicholas, and his partner, Morgan, 
had a beautiful little baby boy, Jet. He was born in John Hunter Hospital, Newcastle, a few weeks 
premature but mum and Jet are both in good health and in good hands. Jet now makes our 9th great 
grandchild. We are blessed. 

—————————————- 
BATTLE FOR AUSTRALIA COMMEMORATION 

Wednesday, 7th September at 11am in Martin Place, Sydney. 
This very important day has had its disruptions over the past few years due to the Covid-19 pandemic. 
 
If you are free on this day, or visiting Sydney, look for our banner and come and listen to the events that 
led to “The Battle For Australia” when the Japanese bombed Darwin on the 19th February 1942. 
 
A series of monumental events occurred prior to the attack on Darwin, like the unprecedent attack, by the 
Japanese, on the majority of the US Fleet at anchor in Pearl Harbour, in early December 1941, then came 
the fall of the impregnable fortress, Singapore, on the 15th February 1942. 
 
Some very uncertain years lay ahead before Japan surrendered, unconditionally, in August 1945. 
 
DRESS for BFA is lounge suit, medals, Name Badge and Beret. Ladies as appropriate. 
 
After the Ceremony, those who wish to join us will meet at a nearby club for lunch at our own expense. 

——————————————- 
DAD’S PHILOSOPHY 

My father has a certain way of meeting problems day by day, 
He never worries about the things that some obscure tomorrow brings. 

He gets along quite well somehow by thinking of the here and now. 
Dad says…”take each day by itself and leave your problems on the shelf,  

then when tomorrow falls in place just greet it with a smiling face”! 
(With kind thanks to author, Reginald Holmes, and my daughter, Julie, for giving me this book many, many years ago.) 

—————————————— 
“My dear Melinee`, my beloved little orphan. In a few hours I will no longer be of this world. We are going 
to be executed today at 3. This is happening to me like an accident in my life. I don’t believe it, but I 
nevertheless know that I will never see you again.” (Missak Manouchian (1906-1944) leader of the 
Parisian section of a Communist Resistance Movement, in a letter to his daughter before being executed 
by a German firing squad) —An extract with kind thanks to the author, James Inglis, from his book “The 
War of Words” 

Dear members, as you will have read on Page 4, we have an introduction from a fellow 

member, Hugh McCarty, who has accepted the role of Assistant Secretary. He is trying to 

learn the intricacies of “Publisher” when he will, God willing, take over as our new 

Secretary. I hope you will learn to enjoy a new style of Hugh’s articles. He also produced 

the cover page of this Issue and is now in the process of “editing” our CHRISTMAS 

Newsletter. Hugh is a very caring individual who will listen to your concerns and print 

your  stories. 

MESSAGE FROM THE SECRETARY 
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The above caricature is the handiwork of our Assistant Secretary, Hugh McCarty. It 
had me stumped at first until Hugh explained that he and our ASM, Fred Bell, assem-
bled our Banner on ANZAC Day 2022. 
 
One can make out the beard and sunglasses and Fred’s ASM Arm Band. Fred will 
have a chuckle! 
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PART 1 of the “Sandy” Rayward WW 2 diaries 
This is mainly the war diary of my old friend and fellow Sydney waterfront tally clerk, Hampton (“Sandy”) 
Rayward. Everyone knew him as “Sandy”. It was gratefully handed to me by his son, (who was also a 
fellow tally clerk), Garth, with his permission to write what his dad has written. 

The personal diary of “Sandy” Rayward. NX 8705 2/1 Field Regt-1
st

 Battery.  
On Active service with 2

nd
 A.I.F. 

 
“If I should have the misfortune (or fortune?) to be bumped off, slaughtered, killed, etc please send this 
appallingly stupid diary to my loved one-Miss Juliette Jauncey, 42 Addison Road, Manly NSW Australia” 

 
1940 —JANUARY 
 
Wednesday. 10

th
 Left Ingleburn camp 6.45am. Great excitement—supposed to have been a secret—

thousands along the railway line to see us off. Makes me feel proud to be a soldier. Embarked at 
Pyrmont at 9.30am on HMT “Orford”. A beautiful boat. Left at 12.45pm. A rousing send-off. Nine boats in 
escort. Roy and I are together as usual. I get lost every time I go upstairs and have a terrible time finding 
my way back. Are well out now (9.30pm) and men are very gay. 
I am thinking of Julie and how very dear and lovely she is to me. 
 
Thursday. 11

th
 Well I have had a very busy and tiring day—saw our first porpoise and shark. We saw 

land at 10.30am off to starboard. The food is good and Roy and myself are happy (we have a 1
st

 Class 
cabin and everything so far is good.) A strong wind has started (9.30pm) and the seas are starting to get 
rough (a few men sea-sick already). Have started a syndicate in Crown & Anchor (5 of us) Roy, Ted, 
Jack, Bill and myself.. Tonight we cleaned up £7.10 s. Not bad for a start. Tomorrow we’re starting “2-
up”, Pontoon and Totem—ought to be alright. Have been thinking of Julie a terrible lot and only wish she 
was here, but God willing I will see her soon—Good Night. 
 
Friday 12

th
 Am Orderly Sgt (not yet recognised) for the day—a busy job! A good few men sea-sick this 

morning. Roy and I are as fit as fiddles. Passed Wilsons Promontory at 6.30am—it looked very 
beautiful—all islands scattered about. Saw a whale and had great fun speculating where he would come 
up. We have everything we want to play with—games etc and can practically do as we please . (passed 
Mills did not stop). Weather is very nippy. Picked up the “Empress of Japan” at 12.30pm from Mulle. 
Tonight the syndicate made a few bob, not as much because the bets were uneven (hope to make a 
whack later on). Met a lot of old cobbers today, Mal, Steve, Colin, Frank, Bob etc, (Manly Life-Savers), all 
pleased and having fun. Well another day gone and I’ll say ‘night (am going to dream of Juliet) 
 
Saturday 13

th
 Another cold morning, The Great Australian Bight is very calm for a change. Same old 

routine—wrote a couple of letters. There are now 11 ships in our transport. A Trooper between England 
and India is holding up the whole transport. This afternoon played deck quoits, tennis, tunnel ball etc 
and later a ‘short arm parade’. Tonight we made a small fortune at Crown & Anchor. A certain Major 
caught us and said all gambling was to cease (what the …x.?.! does he think this is!). I have Juliet’s 
photo in a frame above my pillow when I gaze at her it seems the only time I have evaporates rest. Roy is 
in the bunk below me and is mumbling away to himself about women, as per usual. 
 
Sunday 14

th
 Rose at 7.30am and thought I had sneaked in an extra 1&1/2 hours, but to my disgust all 

clocks were put back one hour. The weather is exceptionally rough, and there are many more men sea-
sick. Have had a very lazy day—did our washing and cleaned up a bit. Heard that we were three day from 
Fremantle—what a !!?? nuisance. A church parade was held this morning—very boring. Have found out 
there are 4,000 tons of ammunition on board! What a nice time there’d be if a torpedo hit us!. We (our 
syndicate) had a hint that a raid might be against the gambling so we are giving it a rest tonight—a good 
many still gambling upstairs though. I am going to buy a ring for Juliet in Colombo. 
 
Monday 15

th
 Today has been delightful. Just a slight roll and plenty of sunshine. Sporting contest have 

begun and I have entered for the boxing tournament (I suppose that I will be killed!). Tonight “old Bill’ 
asked me to trim his hair with the clippers. Now Bill has hardly any hair. Gosh he looks funny Ha Ha! We 
wound our clocks back another hour—must be pretty near Fremantle. The boats have been changing 
and zig-zagging all day—practicing for later on I suppose. Well another day gone and Juliet I love you. 
 
Tuesday 16

th
 Today has been really glorious –sunshine and just a slight roll—the ships have been 

playing at games all day—getting in practice for old Hitler’s subs I suppose. The boxing has not come off 
yet. I hope it doesn’t for a while—give me a little time to train. We were all paid £1 today. Tonight I started 
a “new syndicate” as the others were rather scared of the “Major”. We made over £17 split five ways 
(this looks like a good voyage). I was asked again today, by Lt Stewart, to join the infantry. Looks like a 
sweet cop, but I don’t like leaving old Roy. Some boys at this very moment are admiring my girl-friend’s 
photo. They are saying she is a peach, a swell dame etc but I know that Juliet is the only girl in the whole 
world for me. 
(Cont. on next page) 
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Wednesday 17

th
 Today has been very nice, hardly any wind and plenty of sunshine. Have decided to take 

more interest in computing (just to see what happens). I did not box again today, but I hear that I will be 
boxing tomorrow. The good old Crown & Anchor came good, and we made a fair quid before we were told 
to stop—this seems definite. The ships have turned NW—we must be nearing Fremantle. The picture 
“Roberta” was shown tonight. It was indeed a change just to imagine that you were right away from this 
sordid army life. (The women were indeed beautiful but none were half as beautiful as my Juliet). When I 
was up in the bathrooms having my shower, a row started –now it looks like we have to fork out a few bob 
for the broken mirrors etc (The boys are “B’s” when they start). 
 
Thursday 18

th
 A beautiful day—not a cloud in the sky and very warm. Sighted land at 12.30pm—Rottnest 

Island. It is the most beautiful island you can ever wish to see. Fremantle is very spread out and does not 
look very impressing. Three boats have gone and docked – we are in mid-stream and have leave from 
12noon until 12pm. The boys are very excited. The boxing eliminations have come off and my fight did not 
come off, it will be in a few days’ time. A team of N.Z.’s rowed around our boat tonight singing their old 
songs and cheering us—we cheered madly back. We also had a swim in the ship’s pool (reserved for 
officers) but the officers came down and hunted us off. 
 
Friday 19

th
 There has hardly been any work done all morning. Leave is at 2pm. Fremantle is rather a dingy 

place—it is really only the port. When we landed Roy, Ted, Jack and myself were together. We went 
across to the bus service and got a bus to Perth, which is 12 miles away. The busses were excellent 
compared with Sydney, the conductors are women! The roads are well-paved and twice as wide as any I 
have seen and there are no speed limits.  Along the roads were all people cheering us, the New 
Zealanders and the French sailors who had their  (words missing). So you can guess what a crowd these 
(words missing) of us. Between Fremantle and Perth there are many suburbs. They are all set out beautifully 
and the beaches are great but no surf. Perth is a very charming city. What amused us most were the 
grand old-fashioned trams—just like Sydney’s jail trams! The policemen wear white coats because the 
climate here is very warm. Everywhere we went we were received with open arms. The whole population 
turned out I think and the beer, wine and women were to be had in copious quantities. It would take a 
book in itself to write about the escapades of the troops. A simply wonderful time was had by all. I bought 
a wireless with my winnings at Crown & Anchor , also a pipe and many other things. We all got gloriously 
tight in the bargain and there is not enough time and space to tell of the fun we had. Arrived back at the 
boat in a very weary and happy condition at 12.30pm. Most of my uniform is gone. I have a New 
Zealander’s coat and a French hat and the boys have different parts of clothing (God knows where we are 
going to get a new issue from?). 
 
Saturday 20

th
 Up at 6am again and what a ‘hang-over’! So far there are about 70 AWOL’s. During the 

morning they have been coming in in dribs and drabs, and what a sorry lot they look! We leave the wharf 
at 9.30am and just as we were pulling out into mid-stream, 3 AWOL’s turned up, they were as tight as a 
kite and one tried to climb out along the hawser and fell in. On board we have a few N.Z’ers and Australian 
chaps from other ships. Lord knows what will happen to them! We have been having lectures during the 
day, but everyone is too weary to pay much notice. This seems to be the last glimpse of good old 
Australia. I only wish Juliet had been there for those 10 glorious hours of freedom. 
 
Sunday 21

st
 Has been very quiet – been sleeping most of the day. Went up for a swim at 9.30pm and was 

just about to plunge in when I discovered there was no “B” water in it. At 2,30pm a soldier off the 
“Rangitora” (NZ) fell overboard and was chopped to pieces by the propellors.  
Also an A.B off the “Ramilles” died, It has been a very muggy day  and it is as hot as hades in our cabin. 
 
Monday 22

nd
 Today has been very warm and cloudy. Had my boxing match this afternoon and won in the 

first 30 seconds. Saw our first flying fish today. They look very pretty –silver underneath with large fan-
like lacy wings—they can fly great distances. Tonight after a swim we went to the pictures and saw “SHE” 
–a great picture. The boys are all busy eating pineapples so I think I’ll join them. (The girls in the picture 
are not half as pretty as my dear Juliet!). 
 
Tuesday 23

rd 
Has been rather cloudy but pretty muggy. They have made me a BC account I have a motor 

bike and have to follow him around. Went to the pictures again and saw the same program. We were told 
today that we are all going to a place between Heita and Gaza. Well it’s 10.30pm and the boys want me to 
go for a swim—here goes. 
 
Wednesday 24

th
 Clocks put back one hour. We’re duty troop so I had a day off. Basked in the sun all day 

and had a very lazy time. The weather is very warm now and the ocean is of a very deep blue. Bought 
a .32 Wembley Scott--not a bad auto. 
 
Thursday 25

th
 The cabins have become unbearably hot and we now sleep on deck. Did a fair amount of 

study today for a change —Passed.  
(Cont. on next page) 
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..100 miles east of the Cocos Islands at 1pm. Man overboard off the “Rangitora” today—don’t know if he’s 
been picked up yet. They have pulled big tarpaulins over the decks to keep the sun out as the weather is 
getting much hotter—we now wear our respirators with us wherever we go and we had to wear them on 
for 1 & ½ hours (it was crook) 
 
Friday 26

th
 Slept on deck all night—during the days there have been naval manoeuvres – the “Ramilles” 

dropped a few depth charges and fired off a few rounds. Tonight we had a few beers and we are going to 
sleep up on the decks. 
 
Saturday 27

th
 Had the day off to do our washing. The sea is as calm as a mill pond. Cloudless sky and 

steamy heat all day, This afternoon we had deck games . Also deck race horses. Had a few bets and lost. 
The money goes to the hospital. Tonight the sunset has been one of the prettiest I have ever seen. It is 
absolutely glorious so far. The boys have carted the piano out onto the open deck and all having a great 
sing-song. We did not pick up any new boats at Perth. The same boats but we are now in the middle thank 
goodness! (by the by, Major Rethers had a very long chat with me about transferring to the infantry and he 
wants me to stick with him. There seems to be opportunities if he gets behind me!) Well we’ve just had 
supper (cocoa, cheese biscuits and peas or pineapple) and we are going to sleep on deck. Night (--clock 
put back an hour) 
 
Sunday 28

th
 What a hell of a time I’m having today! Struck a 24 hour guard and am NCO account of the 

“peter”. We have two VD cases in it. They caught it in Perth. The poor devils have to sizzle and fry in the 
cells –and golly it is hot here! We crossed the Line (Equator) at 3pm today. It was the funniest thing I have 
ever seen. We took it in turns to come up and watch--Major Peters was the barber—first of all the officers 
were done, then the WO’s and the NCO’s and what a tough spin they gave us. Tonight there are concerts 
everywhere (2am) Four chaps have just been checked in for being drunk and disorderly and they are 
kicking up a hell of a row—we’ll get no peace tonight, 
 
Monday 29

th
 I have been transferred to 18 Pdrs “A” Troop. Major Peters wants me to stay with the artillery 

and so he has made me an instructor there.—Have been jogging pretty hard all day and this afternoon it 
was quite hot and the sun shining—within 3 minutes it was pouring cats and dogs—had a few boxing 
lessons and got taught a few points. We started Crown & Anchor again tonight and it turned out a great 
success, as it was pay day, also our troop is having a big beano tonight but I did not go up. Am sending 
home a few trinkets for the family. Roy has just come in half boozed and kicking up a hell of a stink—(I’ll 
put him on his back)—that is done, now I’ll go up and do my exercise. We hope to be in Colombo 
tomorrow. 
 
Tuesday 30

th
 Clocks back ½ an hour. Land in sight at 8am. Great excitement. India at last! As we entered 

the breakwater, dozens of native bum boats swarmed around us selling all sorts of curries and fruits. 
Landed at 2pm and told we had to report back at 5.45pm.  
We were taken ashore in tugs and then marched to the military barracks where we were paid in rupees and 
cents for our money. The people are the worst cadgers I have ever met, and pretty dirty. We went through 
the native quarter with a native guide who said he’d take us. It was great fun. I bought two rings and an 
opal necklace for Juliet. After a terrible time roaming around and followed by thousands of cadgers and 
trying to beat the shop sellers down, we (Roy, Chic, Ted, Al, Charlie and myself) took a rickshaw ride to 
the beautiful hotel “Galle Face” and had a marvellous time and met some charming people. We had 
rickshaw races and oh boy did they go! We then put the niggers in the rickshaw and we pulled them! The 
native police are a fine working bunch. It has been beautiful weather all the time and during the last hour 
we took a run out to Mt Laomia. We told the bloody driver to wait and whilst we were in the temple  but he 
beat it, leaving us stranded. We eventually got back 3 hours late—got fined and no leave at the next port of 
call. 
 
Wednesday 31

st 
 We are still anchored in mid-stream. It is a most wonderful sight to see about 25 ships in 

three lines. Have been working just as usual. Gave a lecture on fuzes. The boys are all growling because 
all the other soldiers have leave and we are not. Played Crown & Anchor tonight and had our board taken 
but we won a few bob. Saw a picture called “Springtime”. Seeing these beautiful pictures seem to upset 
me. It makes me wish I was back with my dearest sweetheart. 
 
February Thursday 1

st
  Moved out of the harbour at 8.30am. We now have the aeroplane carrier “HMS 

Eagle” with us and about four cruisers and a few destroyers. We seem to be in dangerous waters. The 
weather is beautiful but terribly muggy and we sweat like hell all day and night. Saw a number of Ahoues 
out fishing and also fishermen fishing from what looked like planks! 
 
Friday 2

nd 
Well out to sea and going like blazes. Have been put on cell guard again! What a hell of a job 

this is! We have three VD cases and also about 10 prisoners. They are fighting and hollering—the heat and 
stuffiness is getting on their nerves. Today has been abnormally warm. Heard that a few of our subs are 
going to meet us. We are getting along at a fair bat.. Gave a lecture on practical dial sighting and the 
officers are pleased because I made such a good job of it. Tonight we ran our nightly exercises and are 
 now retiring to bed, Roy is pretty sick and they think it is appendicitis….(Cont. on next page) 
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Saturday 3
rd  

Same old routine. Put our watches back one hour this afternoon. Had horse racing. Had a 1
st

 
Battery concert , the sisters were there and we had a marvellous time. 
 
Sunday 4

th 
 Had a very quiet day—the sea is as quiet as a mill pond. One of the aeroplanes crashed into 

the water, from the “Eagle”. Clocks back one hour. 
 
Monday 5

th
  Have been on hospital duty all day and saw two appendicitis operations right through—quite 

an experience. At 4pm the “Ramilles” left us to return to Australia. We gave her a rousing send-off. 
 
Tuesday 6

th
  The days seem to be getting cooler. Had a blanket on last night. Last night someone broke 

into the canteen –stole 5,000 cigarettes and £20 in silver—now all is pandemonium. There are thousands 
of jelly fish about. 
 
Wednesday 7

th
  4 ships left us to go to Aden. The days are cool and a slight wind blowing. Have been 

recapping on past work. 
 
Thursday 8

th
  Passed Pameira Island, 12 Apostles and Hell’s Gates at 5.30pm. We are now in the Red sea. 

It is one of the most wonderful sights I have seen yet. Had a look through a telescope at them and saw a 
Mosque and many buildings. 
 
Friday 9

th
  Hospital orderly again! Sgt Saville doesn’t seem to like me and he gives me these stinking jobs! 

(he reckoned I pinched one of his girls at a dance in Sydney once!) We do very well at this job and have 
plenty to eat and we slung the lead like hell. Clocks back ½ an hour. 
 
Saturday 10

th
  Went well in the boxing tournament—I won the light heavyweight championship of the 2/1

st
 

Bn and 2/1
st

 Field Regiment. It has been a bonzer day and tonight we had a bonzer concert. The officers 
and nurses danced “Boomps a Daisy”. 
 
Sunday 11

th
  Watched all the land about us. Great high rocks—saw many strange boats and sights. 

 
Monday 12

th
  Entered into the Suez Canal at 10am. Natives came swarming around and bartered goods. 

Bought a purse for dad. Passed through the Canal and the boys had great fun slinging off at the natives. 
Stopped half way at Ishmaka. Two air force chaps came on board and they took all their buttons and 
badges. The boys turned a fire-hose on the native bum brats and nearly drowned them. Sailed on to El 
Kantara. Disembarked at 4.30am and detrained at 5am and left at 6am and travelled through the Sinai 
Desert to Gaza—across the Egyptian/Palestine frontier. The oranges are marvellous (the boys sold most 
of the chairs on the boat for them). Went on to El Magadi—detrained at 11am and went by bus to 
Suastina—we are now in camp! The country is beautiful and the natives are big but dirty. There are 
English and Scottish troops here. 
 
Wednesday 14

th
  Went for a walk through a couple of villages and got settled down—very tired. 

 
Thursday 15

th
  Anthony Eden inspected us. He seems a very decent fellow. In the night we went for a 

secret patrol and discovered a new Jewish settlement. We (Charlie, Norm, Bill and myself) were made very 
welcome and they took us in and sang old Russian folk songs and gave us tea—they are quite decent. 
 
Friday 16

th
  Drill all day and fatigues. Very tiring but good. Started faster training. 

 
Saturday 17

th
  Day off for the boys. Vic, Charlie and myself nicked off to Tel Aviv and in the afternoon we 

were caught by the Provost’s about 20 miles out. They took us and brought us back here! They picked up 
some other drunken dogs and they ruined it for us. Tel Aviv is a beautiful modern city. Spent the night in 
the jing. 
 
Sunday 18

th
  Spent a pleasurable and profitable day in the jing—won all the guards money. 

 
Monday 19

th
  Tried at 2pm and demoted to the ranks with Vindal. Charlie is a gunner so all he got was 4 

days. We also got 14 days CB and no leave indefinitely. 
 
Tuesday 20

th
  Scraped guns all day. Fatigues until 10pm and night. 

 
Wednesday 21

st
 Paid today and won some more money at cards etc.—have sent home a few souvenirs. 

 
Thursday 22

nd 
 Boys got leave to Jerusalem—I worked in kitchen all day. 

 
Friday 23

rd  
Boys come back and tell us wonderful tales—makes me mad! 

(Cont. on next page) 
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Saturday 24

th
  As all previous days, spent scraping guns and doing endless fatigues. 

 
Sunday 25

th
  Boys have leave to Tel Aviv. Most come back highly elevated. Bdr Brown back-missed a day 

and demoted. Spent day in kitchen. 
 
Monday 26

th  
On Guard all day—on car park. 

 
Tuesday 27

th  
Spent all day cleaning and painting guns and gun drill. Picked for Guard again and mounted 

at 4.45pm  (Got put under arrest again for swearing at my superior officer). 
 
Wednesday 28

th
  Am 21 today. Am spending it in the Guard Room and doing picket—Wouldn’t it? Bought 

myself a fountain pen and a few clothes. Have been charged with insulting my Superior Officer. 
 
Thursdat 29

th   
Taken up and tried. Received a warning and another 7 days CB. Wouldn’t it! The main thing 

is I am happy. One of the infantrymen killed an Arab in a brothel in Tel Aviv. 
 
MARCH  Friday 1

st   
Started gun-laying tests. Bought a camera and started taking many photos around 

camp 
 
Saturday 2

nd    
Spent day painting guns—what a ‘B’ of a job! 

 
Sunday 3

rd    
Worked in the kitchen all day. The natives are a filthy lot—eat the scraps right out of the dirt 

pile/ 
 
Monday 4

th
  Work started in earnest. Our first manoeuvres. Went over to Camp Julie (2/2

nd
 Bn) for 

exercises all day—am very tired. 
 
Tuesday 5

th
   Laying dust all the morning and painting guns in the arvo. 

 
Wednesday 6

th  
Great joy! Received a letter from Paul Ryan, Juliet, Bessy and home. This made me work 

harder. 
 
Thursday 7

th   
Out on manoeuvres all day and inspected by the G.O.C. in the arvo—a lot of tripe. 

 
Friday 8

th
  Work all day and route march for 4 hours tonight, am utterly exhausted. 

 
Saturday 9

th
   Passed laying tests easily—got 98%. Got shot last night and played merry hell! 

 
Sunday 10

th
   Washed a few clothes and did a spot of gun painting in the morning and mucked about with 

motor bikes. This arvo we (WT) had my first game of soccer against 2
nd

 Bty. They beat us 12-3 but thank 
goodness I scored a goal . That puts me up one. 
 
Monday 11

th
   Reveille now at 6am—what a bugger. 

 
Tuesday 12

th
 to Monday 23

rd
   During this uncertain lapse in my diary, we have been on night occupation. 

Also leave in Tel Aviv. Plenty of hard work also. Spent 19
th

, 20
th

, 21
st

, 22
nd

 and 23
rd

 in hospital with 
influenza—sometimes I feel quite fed up with life but am now a little better. Just received a letter from 
Elaine—talks nothing else but about Roy. 
 
This section of “Sandy’s” diary ended on 23

rd  
 March 1940. I do not have, at this stage, what happened to 

Sandy between Monday the 23
rd

 March 1940 until he starts recording the next section from Thursday 8
th

 
October 1942 and in this next part he outlined the following: 
 (an address on his diary at this date was shown as Mrs. R.A.Rayward, “The Lookout”, Boyle Street, 
Manly) 
 
Sub units in a Battalion: (written by “Sandy”) 
One section of 10 men and one corporal, Platoon HQ had one Officer, one Sgt, one batman, one runner, 
one anti-tank rifleman, two mortar men,. Three sections in a Platoon. Three platoons and a Company HQ  
made a company. Company HQ had an OC and a 2/IC, CSM, CQMS, storeman, orderly room clerk, 2 
batman, three runners, sigs attached and RAP orderlies. A Battalion had four Rifle Companies, machine 
guns, anti-aircraft guns, transport. Intelligence section and a RAP. 
 
“Sandy” then recorded the following:- 
Found life unbearable at Murray Valley—gun and crew being flown to Kokoda—decided to walk—left 
regiment at 7.30pm on Thursday (8

th
 October 1942) 

(Cont. on next page) 
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1942 OCTOBER 
 
Friday 9

th
  Camped the night with “53 Bn”—fed by 7

th
 Div ASC next morning and arrived at Owens Corner 

at 11.30am 
 
Saturday 10

th –
12th

  
Reached “44” for lunch and pushed on to “88” for the night. Hills are very big—steps 

cut in. Met B. Webb and J, Fletcher at ASG—Fletcher remained behind at “88”. Left “88” at 9am and 
crossed “golden steps” and reached “Naru” at 7.30pm—rain all the way and plenty of mud—very tired. 
Came across G.S. with 4

th
 Field Ambulance—met a few old cobbers from Per. Army. Met old pals in “A: 

Coy 2/1
st

 Bn and asked to go on with them. Stopped at Naru for two days—dropping ground. Reached 
“Manari”, dropping ground 6.30pm 
 
Tuesday 13

th  
All the way through,

 , 
we passed old battle grounds and graves etc  

 
Thursday 15

th   
Proceeded to “Ufogi” arrived 6.30pm—rain and mud all the way—camped on trail (met 

Yippee Bowen and Kevin Boyd at Myola—Bowen now alone—Fletcher and Boyd together. Reached Ufogi 
Nth at 8.30am. 
 
Saturday 17

th   
Proceeded to Myola – very stiff climb—rain and mud—Height 7,000 feet, Arrived 5pm. 

Myola very pleasant sight—big swamp surrounded by mountains—large dropping ground. Met many old 
faces here. Plane crashes at Ufogi –kills crew and two ASC. Have lived on bully beef and biscuits and love 
it! Milk and cheese here also. 
 
Monday 19

th
   Wrote home and to Julie—rains every afternoon and mists settle down—the nights are very 

cold. Tried my hand at cooking. Issued with green clothing and new boots. Stand To at all camps in night 
and morning. Picking up stores out of lake during the day. Getting fat on lactogen and soaked biscuits. 
Hospital full of sick and wounded –Native bearers doing a wonderful job—carry 40lb packs. Tobacco 
issue and PK’s –TMCA’s along the track supplying tea and biscuits to sick and wounded. Saw three Jap 
prisoners –dysentery, very poor—one died on the track. 
 
Tuesday 20

th
   Left 7am for Templeton’s Crossing. Passed through Lake Myola 2. 2/3

rd
 Bn finishing 

aerodrome—met many wounded coming in. Many graves here. Left Capt, Golding behind. –rain and mud, 
very bad path. Arrived 7pm under mortar fire , Japs 200 yards around corner. 
 
Wednesday 21

st
   Went into action with “A” Coy. 1 Section, 2/2

nd
 Bn. Suffered heavy casualties. 2/1

st
 Bn 

lost six men. Chased Japs all day. Passed Jap sniper dying on top of ridge 
 
Thursday 22

nd
   Japs in very strong position at Eora Creek. Using mountain gun to great effect. “A: Coy 

sent to move around Japs. Was put in Coy HQ as runner. Contacted Japs at 6pm. Lost 25 men. Ben Webb 
killed. Out in hills for five days—out of food for two days. 
 
Friday 23

rd  
Capt Simpson took Coy

 
around but missed Japs. 

 
Sunday 25

th
  Spent day trying to get back—everyone weary. Slept in bush. 

 
Monday 26

th
   Arrived at “Black’s Camp” 9am. Stopped here all day and ate rice etc and slept. 

 
Tuesday 27

th
   Moved forces to Bn HQ –under heavy mortar fire. Japs still in same position—inflicting 

casualties—took up positions. 
 
Wednesday 28

th
   Japs withdrew – we are point Company and followed. Slept the night on the trail 

 
Thursday 29

th
   Reached Alola—no opposition—dropping ground. 

 
Friday 30

th
   Moved on to Alola Rest House—camped night—passed dead Japs and Aussies from last 

campaign. Camped in Rest House. 
 
Saturday 31

st   
Planes dropped food at Alola and others strafed and bombed Kokoda. Had first shave and 

decent wash—flies very bad—from here marvellous view right down the ranges to Kokoda valley. It is not 
very far away now! Sudden call back to Alola—took side track, crossed river and camped on opposite 
side. Looks like 16

th
 Bde cutting the Buna Road. 2/2

nd
 Bn 12 hours in front—relieved by the 25

th
 Bde—they 

are taking Kokoda. Planes bombed and strafed Kokoda this morning. 
 
NOVEMBER Sunday 1

st   
Smoking tea leaves and nigger twist—very rank but better than nothing. Had 

great feed of rice last night and bathed and washed. –Left at 11am. (Japs have been feeding their coolies 
on our men). …(Cont. on next page) 
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Left at 11am and camped at 12 ? on side of ridge—took yams and mandarins from gardens and had a 
marvellous feed. Lt Body and Capt Katterns interviewed me, regarding position as Platoon Sgt in “B” 
Company—very excited. Rained this afternoon but everyone happy. 
 
Monday 2

nd
   Good news—25

th
 Bn expected in Kokoda 9am this morning. Congratulatory message from 

G.O.C.  Left 8.30am and marched for 3 hours and reached Messims Village. Perfect view of the Kokoda 
valley—cooked wonderful meal and camped the night amongst the clouds. 
 
Tuesday 3

rd
  Left camp 7.30amand passed through Fi-la village. Watched planes dropping food in Kokoda 

valley. Wrote to Roy, Jack and family and passed many native villages – tons of yams, paw-paws, 
pumpkins, bananas, squash etc—looks mighty interesting to our keen palates! Met Kevin Boyd on track—
thin as a rake but enjoying life in 2/3

rd
 Bn Transport. Met Jack Fletcher in the above and doing a good job.

—Yippee Bowen finds it too tough and is getting out—never was any damned good—rain 3pm—camped 
for the night at crossroads (Kokoda left-Buna Right)—half hour walk from cropping ground—looks like 
plenty of grub tonight. Have not heard anymore about my promotion—plenty of time yet. I am far too 
excited. I am travelling with two fine mates—Ross Allen (Staff Sgt) and his storeman, Aubrey, they look 
after me well and we are quite happy together. Lost our OC two days ago and got another (Lt Laney), nice 
quiet chap—three OC’s in two weeks! 40% of Bn has diarrhoea and dysentery.  
 
Wednesday 4

th  
Boiled clothes and cooked food nearly all day. Japs heard last night—a few hours away—

driven back by 2/2
nd

 Bn, three slightly wounded. Moved on at 4.30pm. 2/1
st

 Bn trying an encircling 
movement, crossed two big rivers and saw first black gins in villages – young ones are quite comely. 
Camped night in rain, on ridge,-- Cold food. Our object is to beat the Yanks to Ibiro and to reach Japs 
 
Thursday 5

th
   Pushed on – heard plane had landed a jeep. Crossed two more big rivers. Found four 

Aussie bodies in deserted village—lost 16
th

 Bn, Point Coy contacted Japs late in the afternoon. Camped 
in rain for night—Guy Fawkes Day! Talked with Colonel Cullen and things look pretty good 
 
Friday 6

th
   Small Jap force contacted this morning—patrols sent around—sitting here and waiting for 

news.. Ted Body just informed me that his OC will take me as a corporal—anything is good enough for 
me! Wounded coming in—three slight, one serious. Washed clothes and acted as runner—Yanks 
expected in on right flank—hot rice and bully tea. 
 
Saturday 7

th
  Still in same position on cross trails. Our Bn on wrong track and expected back tonight. 

Food just came in 3pm—beans, onions, cabbage, cheese, milk, sugar, sausages, plenty of food—what a 
feed we had’ 
 
Sunday 8

th
  Our Bn pushed on but relieved by 25

th
 Bde—they have new gaiters and boots. Met “Boots” 

this morning. He heard I had gone and came to join me. Is now in his old “D” Company 
 
Monday 9

th   
By-passed a force of Japs and gained main track leading to Buna Road. 33

rd
 Bn in contact. 

Right flanked Japs and proceeded along river—caught them unawares –left medical stores etc behind—
killed a few. Gained Buna Road and bridge. 
 
Tuesday 10

th   
Japs fought savagely all day. Had to withdraw. “D” Company from across road—Japs 

counter—attack held—we suffered casualties—“Boots” wounded in head. I hope he is OK. Heavy mortar 
and gun fire and mountain gun all day. 
 
Wednesday 11

th    
Our force dug in. Good food arrive last night—promise of more to come. Today is 

Armistice Day—wonderful news! “C” Company crossed the river and killed 30 Japs. Our Bn crossed the 
river—between 33

rd
 Bn and ours killed over 300 Japs! We lost quite a few but everyone is happy, Spoke to 

CO and was his runner—met Brigadier. 
 
Thursday 12

th    
Resting up for the time being. Good food in. Buna Road open to Gorari—am now a 

corporal in 9 Section “D” Coy with very good prospects. Met two men in my section. They are good 
fellows. I am quite happy now—wrote a couple of letters yesterday—heard that the unit wants me back 
immediately but this CO will pull me through. Yippee Bowen did a grand job, a Jap tried to bayonet him 
last night but he wrenched the bayonet from him and killed the Jap. Has been evacuated back with cut 
hands and full clearance from here to artillery. 
 
Friday 13

th
    Pottered around all day, washed and ate Jap rice. Met Jack Fletcher. Whole Brigade passed 

through—3 Jap prisoners still going along—had sing-song around camp fire with YMC 17 chap and 
accordion—great night-- no rain—thousands of black carriers. 
 
Saturday 14

th    
25

th
 Bde now in Wirope—small force contacted about 6 miles other side—move on at 11am 

and marched until 4pm—half an hour from Wirope—added another man to my section, Cpl Andrews—fair 
chap. Camped the night…..(Cont. on next page) 
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(Letter written on 14
th

 November 1942 by the CO of 2/1
st

 Bn.  Paul C. Cullen stated: “To whom it may 
concern. NX8705 ref Gnr Rayward. This is to state that the above soldier has been with this unit since 20 
October 1942 and has served in a rifle platoon in the actions at Eora and Gorari! He showed conspicuous 
bravery and leadership on all occasions. I shall be glad to accept him on transfer.” 
 
Sunday 15

th
   Moved on after lunch and reached dropping ground—Terrible News! We have all been 

recalled (Arty chaps) and I cried for the first time in years. The CO, a very decent chap gave us a letter 
(see above) Provosts took us  (another arty chap Ken Hutton joined us two hours ago) Jack, Kevin and 
myself to their camp and we spent the night there.  
 
Monday 16

th
   How miserable I am this morning --half-heartening news –saw the DA QMG this morning 

and he, living in the 7
th

 Division has transferred the four of us to the 7
th

 Div ASC. The Bn gave me a 
wonderful recommendation and they left me a corporal—it may work out OK. Who knows. Met many 
friends during the past few days and they all seem happy enough. The planes have been dropping for the 
past few days and now I hear we will be very well fed.—shall write home and explain it all to the family—
Bn gone on. 
 
Tuesday 17

th
   Two Yanks arrived yesterday—small force at Isisi—sorted bully beef all yesterday and 

ammunition today—life is pretty miserable but the food is good. 
 
Wednesday 18

th
   Took grub up to MDS and fed some mouths—captured a Jap just 200 yards away with a 

couple of fingers off –sorted ammo all day—caught natives going out with about a thousand rounds 
of .303—looks like a party.! 
 
Thursday 19

th
   Wrote letter to Julie yesterday calling it all off. It is the only thing to do as I am definitely 

no good, and would never be a good husband. Life is very boring—this afternoon went for a stroll in the 
bush. My cobbers found 2 beautiful Jap fountain pens in their respirators. Met old Virco and a few 
Hurlstonians at MDS. The place is full up—fellows with dysentery and bad feet—now I wish they would do 
something with us! 
 
Friday 20

th   
Passed on rations to Capt. Cox and boys erected a cook house. 5 new Yanks in—wrote to 

Jess 
 
Saturday 21

st    
Melbourne Cup. Went for a hike and nearly got lost—had a swim and practiced with pistol. 

 
Sunday 22

nd   
About a Company of Yanks arrived – very nice fellows, gave us cigs and myself a razor—

Heard we are pushing on in a couple of days—Kevin down with malaria in MDS 
 
Monday 23

rd  
About a dozen transports flew over with fighter escort—went out with two Aussies and 3 

Yanks to village—about 2 hours—ate water melon and shot their Springfields and Garrands—great 
weapons. Saw their 9mm  Browning LMG—just the ‘ants pants’. – am very sick tonight.-- Diarrhoea –ate 
too much paw paw etc. 
 
Tuesday 24

th    
Pulled out with ASC and Yanks. Dropped behind—met 2 sick Yanks and camped the night 

at Mumuni—very sick. 
 
Wednesday 25

th  
Jack got native carrier –plodded on through “Sasembata” and reached “Isirita”—

stopped at missionary and met Albino Miss—speaks good English—Japs destroyed practically 
everything. He gave us fruit he calls “sand soap”—a green fruit with a lovely flavour and with spikes all 
over it. 
 
Thursday 26

th   
Very sick-dysentery I think—Pushed on to Sangara Mission—got a little attention—

stopped the night. 
 
Friday 27

th
  Left Sangara at 10am –arrived Poppendetta  at 3pm. Boys built us a hut—dozens of planes—

hospital bombed. Many wounded—met a few lads—most of 1
st

 Bn gone/ Heard that arty (2/1) is up at 
Buna—pretty sick—good grub—listened to news and paid off Boys. Doc says I have dysentery. 
 
Sunday 28

th  
Much better today. Stopping here as we hope to get a ride up tomorrow in jeep. Saw a few 

wounded off. Jared gave me his Garrand . Boy what a weapon! Rode up by myself in jeep 9.30pm (ammo)
—taken straight through to 2/1 Arty, “F” Troop—4 guns—been here a week. Passed through ”Sofutes” at 
11.30pm—met old friends in 2/1 Bn and Regt—very ill malaria. Camped the night. 
 
Monday 29

th
   Very ill this morning—went back and reported to 7

th
 Div ASC—got clearance back to Regt—

met Ross, Sid, Stan and Maj Barnes, --Findlay and Alf Daniels both welcomed me back with open arms. 
Made camp. Guns fired all day—Met Holy Joe—received a heap of mail from Meg J. Peggy, from Bess, No 
more women. Big attack tomorrow and am going in. 
 PART 2 to be continued in our CHRISTMAS Newsletter—Summer Issue 2022 
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MESSAGES FROM MEMBERS 
Stephen CURRY is our eldest son and is the Project Manager for a big company in the Northern 

Territory, I am proud to say he is also one of our members (as 
is our youngest son, Gregory).  
 
In the course of Steve’s work he meets and converses with 
many interesting people, one such contact was a young man , 
Mark Brown, who lives in Katherine in the NT, and he proudly 
showed Steve the army memorabilia he had made, displaying 
his grandfather's  war service. 
 
Out of interest I looked up his grandfather’s service (his details 

were shown at the bottom of the R/H photo).  
His grandfather’s name was Walter Clark and he was born in 
1902. His wife’s name was Marjory.  

He enlisted at Harden (NSW) on the 6th July 1940 (at age 37) and was allotted to 2/17th Reinforcement Bn.  
His unit embarked on troopship A206 (“Queen Mary”) on the 9th April 1941 and they disembarked in the 
Middle East on the 3rd May 1941.  
 
Some months later he was in the battle against the Italians and the Germans in Libya  and Crete and got 
severely wounded by gunshot to his neck, chest and both legs. He was hospitalised for some months 
before being repatriated back home and was discharged on the 1st June 1944. 
Walter was awarded the 1939/45 Star, Africa Star with 8th Clasp, Pacific Star, Defence Medal and the 
Active Service Medal. Walter passed away on the 6th February 1975. 
(Thank you Stephen, for sending me these interesting photos. We are also praying for you at this time of writing as you await an 
operation on your gall bladder—we love you.) 

—————————— 
Dr. Bob REID passes on his good wishes to all his friends in our Association. In the latter stages of his 
life he is taking things easy. He is concerned at the spread of Covid-19.  
(Thank you for your caring emails Bob. I had a lot of respect and admiration for you when you were my CO with 5 Fd Amb. and 
always fondly remember the 50th Anniversary March, in 1965, as you led our unit from Frenchmans Road in Randwick, down to 
Queens Park in Waverley. We were blessed with the attendance of many WW 1 veterans  who had served with 5 Field Ambulance. 
Take care old friend.) 

——————————— 
Dr. Bill MOLLOY enjoyed reading the item in our last WINTER Issue about the “Sydney University 
Regiment Pipes and Drums”. Bill said he carried the Colours a number of times, when he was a Lieutenant  
in the SUR. He was curious as to the year/s the photo was taken. I contacted Bill to say the photo was 
taken in the early 1950’s. 
(Thank you Bill. The photo would have evoked some very happy memories of your time in the SUR. I hope this finds you and Giovana 
in good health.) 

—————————- 
MAJGEN Warren GLENNY AO sends his good wishes to all members of our Association. He is the 
President of the Castle Hill RSL Club which also controls Parramatta RSL (known as Club Parramatta).  
Warren particularly thanked us for holding our yearly ‘mixed’ reunion at Club Parramatta. 
(Thank you Warren for your support and emails.  I hope when you read this that you and Gai are good and recovering well after your  
very nasty car accident  many months back. Our prayers are with you both.) 

———————————- 
Charles MURRAY sends his good wishes to his friends in our Association. He sent the following poem 
about “Bloomsday”. Bloomsday is a commemoration and celebration of the life of Irish writer, James 
Joyce. It is observed annually in Dublin and other parts of the world on 16th June. This was the day his 
novel “Ulysses” took place in 1904 and the day of his first sexual encounter with his wife-to-be, Nora 
Barnacle. The day is named after its protagonist, Leopold Bloom. 

BLOOMED 

And so it goes, the way of things that ferment to foment, the raging torrent of the love she thought was 
gone and spent. 

Nor dared she dip a curious toe to test emotions raging; but tasted of the dew at morn, and found it more 
engaging; 

a gentler testing of the clime that meant for pacifying the turbulence of passion's plea, desiring and 
its sighing; 

and on her lift the season's glow, a carpet waving in the wind's sigh, rolled back and eddied playfully 
amidst the conifers and bonsai. 

And so she cherishes the gold  of the season nearly spent, and conflagrates that which is dead; 

For Autumn's gone and so it went… 

 (Thank you Charles for your emails and support. I hope this finds you in good health) 

 (Cont. on next page) 
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Noel CHRISTENSEN is one of our respected committee members. He sends his good wishes to all the 
members in our Association.  
 
He sent me an Email to obtain any feed-back on their thoughts to his suggestion on recommending to the 
RSL a slight, but significant change, to some words in our time-honoured “ODE”. 
 
As we know the Ode reads….THEY shall grow not old as we that are left grow old, age shall not weary 
THEM nor the years condemn. At the going down of the sun and in the morning we shall remember THEM. 
Lest we forget. 
 
Noel is suggesting we replace the underlined words THEY & THEM with the word YOU.  
 
He is interested in reading any comments on his suggested word change. 
(Thank you Noel for your very thoughtful suggestion. I think it is much more appropriate and it will be interesting to read any 
comments from our members. I hope this finds you in good health.) 
 

THE SOLDIER ON THE PLINTH 
I stand upon my lonely plinth, my eyes a stony gaze 

‘Tis here I greet the morning sun, or watch its dying rays 
My descendants all stroll past me, with hardly an upward glance 

For I am but a victim, who played wars’ game of chance 
 

We came ashore at Anzac Cove, a nation’s funeral pyre 
My comrades fell around me, in both dust and mire 

Our family read of valiant deeds, but they weren’t told the truth 
For the reaper stood upon those slopes and claimed our flower of youth 

 
The generals rolled their dice of death, from an island safe off shore 

Till finally they closed the page, on this chapter of the war 
We’d been right through the gates of hell, but that just seemed a stunt 

For what was yet to greet us, on the western front 
 

We spent three years along the Somme, all we had left was our pride 
Till at Villiers Bretonneux, we turned the fatal tide 

Pressing through the maelstrom, we prayed for some release 
And after four years of this misery, the Germans sued for peace 

 
The world we knew went wild with joy, there was dancing in the street 

For we set free the nations, that had only known defeat 
Their shackles swiftly cast aside, upon the blood soaked loam 

While all our thoughts quickly turned, to the folks we left back home 
 

The church bells tolled both loud and long and the wine it all flowed free 
But deep down in our troubled souls, lay a sorrow, you could not see 

And the poppies of Remembrance, became the symbol of this day 
As we hoped for a better life, in the peace that now held sway 

 
Amongst all our rejoicing, we pondered at the cost 

As bells and cheers can’t bring back, the sixty thousand lost 
Now Christmas dinner, will see an empty chair 

For the missing loved ones, of those who still wait there 
 

So may history proudly judge, our noble sacrifice 
But the tears of grief will still flow, for those who paid the price 
As I wonder each November, looking through my granite mask 

Did my comrades die in vain, well, I can only ask 
By Tomas ‘Paddy’ Hamilton 6/12/2017 

 
We all know that Albert Einstein was a genius but his brother, Frank, was a monster! 
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   KISS method By SGT Mack, Chook, Hugh McCarty 
Vitamins are in most food’s so a lot of the medic’s work is hidden in what the soldiers eat and drink. So, 

using the theory, prevention is the best cure was my best treatment for all my soldiers in my 30 years as 

frontline medic in the army 1976 to 2006.  

I know this sounds like a red herring because aspirin is not a vitamin, but it was the first medication I put 

in medical bag as I was preparing for short or long tour of duty, not using medical terms it’s a pain killer 

temperature reducer, blood thinner , anti-inflammatory so it’s a few tabs in one, so a great tab to put in 

your kit to save space so less clutter in your life is a preventive measure so always thinking of ways to 

prevent the soldier from Private to General getting crook.  

Condoms are another useful tool no not edible ones but the ones we issued at the RAP, but I will leave 

that for a talk on improvisation which is another life’s tool we have lost in our life’s journeys. 

A true soldier dresses the same, carries his shell dressing morphine and ammunition in the same place 

except for his specialized equipment e.g., surgery tools and medical kit that the medic carries, though 

everyone knows where everything is from a ration pack same place in pack as compass, mags and boots 

tied the same way they are all preventive measures to make it easier to fight and to treat if they get hurt 

along a soldiers journey down the road of life.    

I studied where they were going and gave a quick soldier five on customs and traditions, STD talks, bites, 

and sting of that area climatization e.g., slip slop slap wear a hat and when on stand down what not to eat, 

like curry in a hurry. 

So, when a soldier goes out to pasture like me and sees the world struggling with preventive measures 

eating unhealthily, not social distancing and anti vacs groups, I just suck on my orange smell the roses 

and hope most will catch on. Hugs—Hugh. 

(Thie below article with kind thanks to member Bill Laidlaw)  

A WW 2 bombing of a US City! 
During the dead of winter, March 21st 1944; Miles City, Montana; local residents woke to their 
quaint little town being overrun and submerged by the rising frozen waters of the Yellowstone 
river. Ice jams were building quickly, raising the subzero river water levels over 16 feet. As the 
blocks of ice, slush and freezing waters flooded into the city, residents were forced to flee 
their homes for safer grounds.. 
Miles City Mayor L.S. Keye knew immediate action must be taken, and brought in explosive 
experts from a nearby town. Two local pilots took a small aircraft over the river and attempted 
to drop and detonate 50 pound homemade bombs on the Yellowstone ice jam , but 
unfortunately it had little effect.  Mayor Keye then decided to do the unthinkable, and placed an 
urgent request to the Governor’s office. His request was short, and to the point "Send in the 
Bombers!". At a USAAF base in Rapid City S.D., the crew of an Army Air Force B -17 were quick 
to accept the unusual mission, and preparations to bomb an American city were fast underway. 
The crew hastily began fusing and loading 250 -pound bombs into the bomb bay of their USAAF 
Boeing B-17 Flying Fortress. Shortly thereafter, the loaded bomber with her crew of eight, took 
to the skies in a harsh blizzard and low ceilings..  
The plan was to deliver the bombs to Miles City where the load would be transferred to a 
waiting Dive-Bomber to execute the bomb delivery As the lone B -17 was nearing Miles City, low 
clouds forced the plans to be changed. Under a blanket of 1000 foot overcast skies, the B -17 
was then ordered to handle the bombing run themselves.   
Originally planned to release the load at 10,000 feet, the low overcast forced the bomber crew 
to take their ship lower. At 1930 hours, in heavy snow, winds and cold, the bomber appeared 
over the river and executed two dummy bombing runs as crowds of locals watched in 
amazement. On the third pass, the B-17 released a test bomb that exploded precisely on target. 
Unsure of the effect, the crew brought their bomber around again..  
Making a two more passes, releasing all six of the 250 lb. bombs. Hundreds of residents 
watched motionless, and none speaking a word. The entire town, their homes and their families 
future hung in the balance as they watched the bombs fall. Seconds later a huge plume of ice, 
mud and water exploded skyward from the frozen Yellowstone river.  The ice jam quickly broke 
apart, and the frozen waters slowly receded, saving the small town. The next morning, local 
residents were thrilled to watch as the water levels had dropped a full 10 feet from the day 
before.  
That night the crew of the B-17 were welcomed by the thankful and relieved residents of Miles 
City Montana. The entire crew were put up at the local hotel, and each received a well -deserved 
steak dinner. The next morning, the crew departed, and the B -17 made a final victory pass low 
over the town at 50 feet over the rooftops, rocking their wings as they flew back home to Rapid 
City SD... and so the story goes of the only time the continental United States was bombed.   
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HITLER’S STEALTH BOMBER 
(With kind thanks to member, Mick Carlson) 

 

 
In 1943, Luftwaffe chief, Herman Goering, demanded that designers come up with a bomber that could 
carry 1,000 kgs over 1,000 klms and fly at 1,000 kph. 
 
Two German pilot brothers, Reimer and Walter Horten, suggested to the German High Command that a 
flying wing design with its drag and lack of wind resistance could prove to be very useful to the German 
air force. 
 
Construction of a prototype, called HO 2-29, was built in Goettingen, in Germany, in March 1944. It was  
tested by Hitler's engineers by being dragged behind a glider. Hitler was not able to build it on an 
industrial scale before Allied forces invaded. 
 
The HO 2-29 had the capabilities of flying from Berlin to New York and return without the need for re-
fuelling! 
The Hortens believed that the electromagnetic waves of radar would be absorbed and, with the aircraft’s 
sculptured surfaces. would render it almost invisible to radar detection. The plane would be covered in 
radar-absorbent paint with a high graphite content. 
 
After the war the Americans captured the prototype HO 2-29’s along with all the blueprints. These 
technological advances were later used to aid their own designs, Like the B-2 bomber. 
 
German technology, during WW 2 which saw the Panzer Tanks and the V-2 Rockets being invented, was 
years ahead of the Allies! One can only wonder what type of world we would be living in now if “things” 
had been different—the fortunes of war! 

 
ITEMS OF INTEREST 

(1) Books, Magazines Etc  (With kind thanks from our Government, Army Newspaper, Wikipedia and members.  

(i) FRONTLINE (Journal 1st & 2nd Nineteenth—June Issue————————————————————-(Courtesy, Bob Pink OAM) 

(ii) Tobruk House News (Journal of the Rats of Tobruk Association—AUG. Issue)———————(Courtesy, ROTA Committee) 

(iii) Now & Then (NSW State Archives Newsletter—July Issue)———————————————————(Courtesy, Barry Perigo) 

————————————— 

2)  COVID-19: 

This  has not abated and is still on the rise. This pandemic is far from over. The big question is to those 
who are already vaccinated—should I get the 4th Covid vaccine now or wait for the Omicron boosters 
which are soon to be released. 

 

RAT (Rapid Antigen Tests) kits will still be available FREE in NSW. If you show a negative result on your RAT 
but you display signs of Covid (runny nose, head-aches, fever etc) have a proper test carried out at one of 
the many Covid test centres in your area. 

 

New data released from SA Health authorities show unvaccinated people are more than three times likely 
to die from the virus from those who have had their three doses. ….(Cont, on next page) 
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It is estimated that about 3% of Australians are not vaccinated. These people have lost relationships, jobs, 
friendships and even precious time with loved ones. 

———————————— 

(3) RECONSTRUCTION OF A HUMAN EAR: 
A medical team in the US have reconstructed a human ear, using the patient’s own tissue to create a 3D bio 
implant. The new procedure involves 3D scanning the patient’s opposite ear to create a blueprint. 

A condition called microtia, is where the external ear is small and not formed properly. According to the 
Centres for Disease Control and Prevention, microtia occurs in about one in every 2,000 to 10,000 babies. 

————————————— 

(4) ARMY NEWS: 

Disaster Assistance: 

During the recent flooding in the Hawkesbury region, ADF personnel from the navy, army and air force  
assisted the NSW State Emergency Services. They were involved in sand-bagging, aerial Search and 
Rescue, evacuation support, restoring road access, cleaning up and removing damaged and destroyed 
property. 

 

They also assisted in door-knocking to ascertain which properties required most assistance. The ADF 
personnel also helped remove more than 48 tonnes of debris from more than 200 properties and about 7 
tonnes from the Broke and Wollombi regions. 

2 Division restructuring: 

2 Div will oversee all Reserve Brigades across Australia and employ 11,000 soldiers. The Commander of 2 
Div is MAJGEN David Thomae and the HQ are in Randwick (NSW).   

 

The Brigades are:- 4 Brigade with HQ in Simpson Barracks (Vic), 5 Brigade with HQ at Holsworthy (NSW), 8 
Brigade (Training) with HQ in Timor Barracks at Dundas (NSW), 11 Brigade with HQ in Lavarack Barracks 
(QLD) and 13 Brigade with HQ in Irwin Barracks (WA).  

9 Brigade will be with Forces Command with HQ in Keswick Barracks (SA). 

 

MAJGEN Thomae said…”Australia faces increasing strategic competition, reduced warning signs, growing 
aggressive ‘grey-zone’ activities and threats to human security, including Covid-19 and natural disasters. 
We are community members and our people remain our most critical capability. They have diverse skills, 
experience and perspectives and contribute daily — not only to Army and the Joint Force but to their 
civilian employers and industry”. 

Field Device for our female ADF members: 

The problem of female soldiers, on exercise or training, needing to find a suitable place to urinate may now 
be solved. It will make the need for urinating a lot easier without the need to move a long way from your 
Formation to get some privacy. 

Capabilities Manager, MAJ Jessica Joyner, conducted trials with a device which includes an extension pipe 
and a small funnel. It is a pocket-size device which fits into a hard case and stored in a medium accessory 
pouch. It also contains a sanitiser for the hands.  

 

Females initially practiced its use in the shower, without clothing, to make sure they got the correct 
technique. 

The first round of devices will be issued to recruits at 1 RTB, RMC and ADFA. Females in combat Brigades 
can also request the device. 

 

Army has acquired an initial batch of 3,000 and should be available to the remainder of ADF women from 
October. 

———————————- 

(5) MENTAL HEALTH:  

This this is defined as a person’s capacity to feel, think and act in ways to achieve a better quality of life 
while respecting the personal, social and cultural boundaries. 

 
Mental health is associated with a number of lifestyle factors such as diet, exercise, stress, drug abuse, 
social connections and interactions. 
 

Therapists, psychiatrists, physiotherapists, psychologists, social workers, nurse practitioners or family 
physicians can help manage mental illness with treatments such as therapy, counselling and medication. 

 (Cont. on next page) 
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Mental illness is more common than cancer, diabetes or heart disease. Evidence suggests that 450 million 
people world-wide has some mental illness.  

 

Poor mental health can lead to problems such as the inability to make adequate decisions and substance 
use disorder. 

Good mental health can improve life quality.  

 

Major depression ranks fourth among the top ten leading causes of disease world-wide. It is estimated by 
2029 mental illness is predicted to become the leading cause of disease world-wide. 

One million people commit suicide every year and between 10 to 20 million attempt it. 

 

A WHO Report in 2010 estimated the global cost of mental illness at nearly $2.5 trillion (two thirds of this 
in indirect costs) with a projected increase to over $6 trillion by 2030.  

 

Australia loses more people to suicide, (about eight per day) than die on our roads.. The effect it has on 
family and friends is immeasurable. 

—————————————- 

(6) VOLODMYR ZELENSKY: (With kind thanks to my friend, John Leone) 

In June of 1941, Hitler's Army began a rampage through Ukraine, razing towns, unleashing death squads, 
and massacring Jews by the hundreds of thousands. In one village in the Pale of Settlement, virtually the 
only region of the Soviet Empire in which Jews were permitted to reside, four Jewish brothers enlisted in 
the military, said goodbye to their parents, and walked off to fight the Nazis.   

By the war's end in 1945, only one of the brothers, named Semyon, was still alive. He returned to find that 
the Nazis had torched his entire village, burning his parents to death. Semyon's family was dead, and his 
beloved Ukraine was in ruins. The Nazis had murdered between 1.2 and 1.6 million Ukrainian Jews.   

Semyon married a fellow Ukrainian Jew who had survived the war by fleeing her city, in which the Nazis 
had killed 5,000 Jews. Two years later, in that same city, they had a son, Oleksandr, keeping alive the 
family line that the Nazis had brought a razor's width from extinction. Thirty-one years after that, 
Oleksandr had his own little boy.  

That boy was Volodymyr Zelensky, who grew up to become the President of independent, democratic 
Ukraine. Today, he leads his outmanned, outgunned, ferociously defiant nation against the onslaught of 
Russia. As Russia dashes itself against the will of his people, Zelensky, the survivor of survivors, 
summons the resilience of his ancestors. He does not bend. 

—————————————— 

(7) NOBEL PRIZES: 

Alfred Nobel was a Swedish chemist, engineer and industrialist and made notable for his discovery of 
dynamite. In his will in 1895 he nominated five separate prizes who, in the preceding years, have conferred 
the greatest benefit to mankind.  

The five awards were in the fields of Physics, Chemistry, Physiology or Medicine, and Peace. (In 1968 the 
Swedish Central Bank (Sveriges Riksbank) funded the establishment of the prize in “Economic Sciences. 

The Ceremony takes place annually in Sweden (except the Peace Prize which is held in Norway). 

Each recipient (known as a “Laureate”) receives a Gold Medal, a Diploma and a monetary award of ten 
million SEK (Krona-the official currency of Sweden) and is equivalent to just over one million US Dollars. 

In 2021, three winners were announced in the Physics Award for their work and findings on Climate 
Change. 

Syukura Manabe, Klaus Hasselmann shared half the monetary award between them and Giorgio Parisi 
shared the other half. 

————————————- 

(8) CLIMATE CHANGE: 

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) was established in 1988 by the World 
Meteorological Organisation and the UN Environment Program and later endorsed by the UN General 
Assembly. 

The IPCC is governed by its member States (195) and they elect a bureau of scientists to serve for the 
duration of an Assessment Cycle (usually 6 or 7 years). 

 (Cont, on next page) 
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SICK PARADE 

Bob BUTLER, Derek CANNON, Mick CARLSON (0438.596.154), John CATER, Betty CROSSLEY, Stephen 
CURRY, John DAVIES, George DONNELLY, Richard FORD, Gordon GRANT, Tomas & Betty HAMILTON, 
Ruth HEDLEY, Joanne HOVELING, Ray HYSLOP OAM, (Wallarah Point Care Community, 153 Main Rd, Toukley-(02)

4397.6387), Vic INESON, Brian INMAN, Terry IRVINE OAM, Colin KLINE, Robert LOVE, Geoff LINDSAY, Bill 
MOLLOY, John McCARTHY, Hugh (Macka) McCARTY, Rayda NOBLE, Peter O’GRADY, Eugene (‘Bill’) 
O’Keefe, Mike O’KEEFFE,  Chris O’REILLY, Barry & Heather PERIGO, Karen PHILLIPS (nee Stead), Bob 
PINK OAM, Bob REID, (0411.623.700), Paul SHERGOLD, Robert SHILLINGSWORTH, Cliff SMITH 
(02.9524.9531), Ken SMITH, Ross SMITH (Kokoda 6, ANZAC Village, Colooli Rd, Narrabeen  0410.486.821), Judith 
STRACHAN, Colin STRONG, Margaret TANNER, Irene TROY, John VASSAROTTI (Alkira Gardens, 2 Animbo 

St, Miranda  02,8578.1685),  John WILSON (0404.418.071), Warwick WILKINSON (Arcare Warriewood, 23 Warriewood Rd, 

NSW 2102, 02.9483.6400, and Margaret WOODHEAD. 

(Cont. from previous pag) 

Three Working Groups were established in 2018 involving 234 scientists from 66 countries. 

Working Group 1 (which deals with the Physical Science Basis of Climate Change) published “Climate 
Change 2021”, on the 9th August 2021 It reviewed 14,000 scientific papers and produced a nearly 4,000 
page report which was approved by the 195 member States. The Report stated it is only possible to avoid 
global warming of 1.5deg C or 2.0deg C if massive and immediate cuts in greenhouse gas emissions are 
made (the most from carbon dioxide from burning fossil fuels i.e. coal, oil and natural gas with the largest 
emitters being China and large oil and gas companies — many State-owned by OPEC and Russia). 

Working Group 11 (which deals with Climate Change Impacts, Adaption and Vulnerability). The 3,675 page 
Report was published on the 28 February 2022. It presents a bleak picture. It contained information on 
climate change on nature and humanity. 

Topics examined were biodiversity loss, migration risks to urban and rural activity, human health, food 
security, water scarcity and energy. The Report found all parts of the world are affected (about 40% of the 
world’s population (3.3 billion people) and now fall into the serious category of “highly vulnerable”. 

The Report describes how climate change, together with other factors, increases the risk for emergence of 
infectious diseases —like the Covid-19 pandemic. 

The country that will pay the highest financial cost is China. The impacts will include food insecurity, water 
scarcity, flooding (especially in coastal areas) and more powerful cyclones. 

At some point part of the country can face ‘wet-bulb’ temperatures at 100% relative humidity during which 
humans and some animals can tolerate for no more than six hours. 

Working Group 111 (which deals with Mitigation of Climate Change). The nearly 3,000 page Report was 
presented in April 2022. It provided an updated global assessment  of climate change mitigation progress 
and pledges and examined the sources of global emissions.  

Climate change mitigation is achieved by limiting or preventing GHG emissions and by enhancing 
activities that remove these gases from the atmosphere. 

WG 111 supports the IPCC’s solution-oriented approach but does not advocate any specific mitigation 
option. The group addresses all aspects of mitigation including technical feasibility, cost and  enabling 
environment that would allow measures to be taken up. 

WG 111 is led by two co-Chairs, Jim Skea (based at Imperial College, London) and P.R. Shukla (based in 
Ahmedabad University. 

 

Every IPCC Report goes through several drafts and reviews to ensure it is as robust, comprehensive and 
balanced as possible. Th Reports are reviewed by experts and later, by Government and experts. 

 

The Secretary-General of the United Nations, Antonio Guterres, said the Reports contained a litany of 
broken climate promises by policy makers. He said “Climate activists are sometimes depicted as 
dangerous radicals, but the truly dangerous radicals are the countries that are increasing the production 
of fossil fuels. He called it a “Code Red for humanity”  and said the WG 11 Report was an atlas of human 
suffering and a damning indictment of failed climate leadership. The facts are undeniable. The world’s 
biggest polluters are guilty of arson of our only home” 

———————————- 
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The below article was written by our Assistant Secretary, Hugh McCarty 
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HAPPY SPRING BIRTHDAY TO OUR FOLLOWING MEMBERS 

SEPTEMBER 

Dr. Suresh BADAMI OAM 

Dr. Robert BAILEY 

John CLEGG 

David CZERKIES OAM CStJ 

David EMANUEL 

Frances FOOKES 

Glenda GARDE 

Gordon GRANT 

Kym HENDERSON 

Natalie ILIOPOULOS 

Bruce INMAN 

Sarah JONES 

Dr. Frank LANG OAM 

Geoffrey LINDSAY 

Prof. John OVERTON AM 

Peter PETHER 

Cameron POWELL 

Susan SALVI 

Robert STEWART 

Paul TERAWSKJ 

Don WALKER 

Darren WATERSON 

John WEAVER 

OCTOBER 

Edna CANNON 

Greg CANT 

Joseph CRUMLIN OAM 

Phyl FITZSIMMONS 

John GORRELL 

Margaret GORRELL 

Joanne HOVELING 

Ann JACKSON 

Brian JESSOP 

Rayda NOBLE 

Robert PINK OAM 

Frank RITCHIE 

Dr. James ROCHE OAM 

Joel RONCEVICH 

Dr. David THOMPSON 

Dr. Richard THORNTON 

Irene TROY 

NOVEMBER 

Peter DALGLEISH 

Glenn EAST 

Brittany EVANS 

Felicity EVANS 

MAJGEN Warren GLENNY AO 

Barry GRIEVES 

Betty HAMILTON 

Ruth HEDLEY 

Rodney HOGAN 

Sandy HUNT-SHARMAN 

Bob KENYON 

Gordon MILLS 

Dr. Bill MOLLOY 

Judith STRACHAN 

John VASSAROTTI 

Dr. Phillip YUILE 

VP DAY INVITATION 
The Kokoda Track Memorial Walkway Committee has invited us to attend 
a ‘Victory in the Pacific’ Commemoration on Monday 15th August at 2pm. 
 
It will be held at the “Walkway” which is in Killoola Street, Concord 
(Sydney) and FREE parking is provided in the area nearby. If you are able 
to be present please let me know as the RSVP 8th August. (0427.824.646) 
 
DRESS: Lounge suit, Medals, Name Badge and Beret 

KEEPERS  

(With kind thanks to my friend, John Leone) 
I grew up with practical parents. A mother, God love her, who washed aluminium foil after she cooked in it, 
then reused it. She was the original recycle queen before they had a name for it. A father who was happier 
getting old shoes fixed than buying new ones. 
Their marriage was good, their dreams focused. Their best friends lived barely a wave away. 
I can see them now, Dad in trousers, ‘tee’ shirt and a hat and Mom in a house dress, lawn mower in one 
hand, and dish-towel in the other.  
 
It was the time for fixing things. A curtain rod, the kitchen radio, screen door, the oven door, the hem in a 
dress. Things we keep. 
It was a way of life, and sometimes it made me crazy. All that re-fixing, eating, renewing, I wanted just once 
to be wasteful. Waste meant affluence. Throwing things away meant you knew there'd always be more. 
But then my mother died, and on that clear summer's night, in the warmth of the hospital room, I was 
struck with the pain of learning that sometimes there isn't any more. 
Sometimes, what we care about most gets all used up and goes away...never to return.. So. While we have 
it..... it's best we love it.... And care for it.... And fix it when it's broken......... And heal it when it's sick. 
This is true. For marriage....... And old cars..... And children with bad report cards.... And dogs with bad 
hips..... And aging parents...... And grandparents. We keep them because they are worth it, because we are 
worth it. 
Some things we keep. Like a best friend that moved away or a classmate we grew up with. There are just 
some things that make life important, like people we know who are special... And so, we keep them close! 
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LATE SUBSCRIBERS 
A gentle ‘reminder’ to our members who pay yearly ($15). We very much rely on your subs to keep our 
magazine in circulation.  
When you read this and if you are not sure if you have paid your $15 would you kindly phone or email me 
and I will let you know if you are ’up to date’ with your subs. With our kind thanks, Alan Curry (0427824646, 
(02) 4982.2189 or email:- curry36@bigpond.net.au  

2022 FUND-RAISER 
We are continuing, this year, with our $1 Raffle sales with half the money raised staying with our 

Association and the other half being offered as prizes at our Annual ‘Mixed’ Luncheon, held on the last 

Saturday in November. (Read our 2021 summary of our Christmas Newsletter on Page 14) 

The only money we obtain is mainly from our yearly paying members, and some of our very generous 

members (and sometimes non members). Some income comes from our paid Ads.  

Do you know an organisation who would be willing to place an Ad in our magazine? We are very thankful 

to any organisation who place their Ad. with us.  

ALL MONIES received are gratefully acknowledged in our magazine, with our sincere thanks. 

WOULD YOU LIKE TO JOIN OUR ASSOCIATION? 
Did you serve in 5 Field Ambulance? Do you, or did you have, a friend in our Association and would you 

like to become one of us? If so, cut out and fill in the last page and tell me your story, and post or email it 

to me! 

We look forward to signing up members of our newly created 1/5 Health (which once was 5 Fd Amb). 
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ACTIVITY SHEET 
(Please advise your choice/s. Any item ordered includes postage) 

Please find enclosed my Subs for 2022 ($15) (covers from January to December) or LIFE 

MEMBERSHIP ($100) or Donation (See my details below). 

I will be in attendance at our Annual Luncheon at the Club Parramatta (5 minute’s walk 

from station) on Saturday 26th November from about 11.30am-3pm. DRESS is neat casual. 

Family and friends are cordially invited. 

I would like to pay for ____$1 Raffle Ticket/s in our Yearly Fund-Raiser for 2022 

Please post me 5 Field Ambulance Assn “BUMPER Etc STICKERS” ($5 for 1, $6 for 2, $7 for 3 ) 

Please send me____”Special Edition” 2015 Centenary Calendar/s @ $7 each. 

Please order me a Centenary “POLO” Shirt (with pocket) @ $70 each. SIZE_______. 

Please order me____copies of the DVD of our 50th AND/OR 100th Anniversary Parade @ 

$20 ea. (The 50th also includes a brief history of the 2/5th Australian Field Ambulance) 

Please send me____ RAAMC Centenary “Coin and Token” set/s @ $30 each. 

Please send me a RAAMC coat/jacket Lapel Pin for $15. 

Please send me a RAAMC Red Cross Arm-Band @ $10 each. (2 left) 

Please send me a 5 Field Ambulance RAAMC KEY RING ($15). (With my membership number on it, if 

possible.) 

Please ORDER me a NAME BADGE ($20) 

Please ORDER me a BERET (XL/Large/Medium/Small)  ($40),*BERET BADGE ($25),*COLLAR  

BADGE ($10), *CORPS TIE ($50) ---please indicate size of Beret & whether Badges/Ties are to be 

RAAMC, RACT or RAEME. 

(Please make any Cheques/Money Orders etc payable to:- “5 Field Ambulance Association” and post to 

either:- Alan Curry OAM (Hon Sec) 35/1a Gordon Cl., ANNA BAY NSW 2316 OR Ann Jackson (Hon Treas.), 

64 Morris St, ST MARYS NSW 2760—All acknowledgements will be in our next issue. 

Our EFT details are: BSB: 637000, Account Number: 717253825, Account Name: 5th Field Ambulance 

Association, BANK: Greater. (Please Identify your name) 

COMMENTS/ORDERS ETC: FROM:_________________________________ 

CONTACT No:_____________________MONEY ENCLOSED $_____________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Our committee welcomes your application. You may have read some of our quarterly  
magazines or perhaps visited our web site. You may have had a relative, or friend, who 
served with 5 Field Ambulance.  Since the late 1990’s  the Army decided to  
re-classify 5 Field Ambulance from a ‘stand alone’ Reserve unit as a  Health  
Company within 5 Combat Service Support Battalion and stationed at Holsworthy (NSW) 
 
It matters not whether you have served, or are still serving, you will be made most 
welcome. We respectfully ask that you write and tell us a little of your life so we can 
formally introduce you to our members.. Thank you for reading this. 
 

“ SEMPER PARATUS “ 

5 FIELD AMBULANCE RAAMC ASSOCIATION 
Est 1982 

CO-Patrons: COL Ray Hyslop OAM RFD and LTCOL Derek Cannon RFD 

President: MAJ David SZERKIES OAM CStJ 

WEB SITE: www.raamc.org.au 

A proud member of the RAAMC & HSC Association Inc. 

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP 
Preferred Title: 

Mr./ Mrs./ M/s. Dr. Etc. (Please Indicate)  ———————-   Date of Birth: ————————— 
 

FAMILY NAME:   ———————————-         (Wife/Partner Christian Name) ________________ 
 

FIRST NAME:————————————-                               OTHER NAME/S: ——————————-  
 

Military/Civilian Awards (if any)________________________________________ 

 

Service/PMkeyS Number (if applicable)______________________ 

 

ADDRESS: NUMBER:  ________ 

STREET NAME:________________________________ 

SUBURB/TOWN/CITY etc __________________________________ 

POST CODE:___________  STATE_________ 

Contact Details:  Telephone (H) ___________________ (W) __________________ 

FAX: __________________ Mobile: _____________________________________ 

EMAIL ADDRESS (If applicable): __________________________________ 

 

I hereby apply to join 5 Field Ambulance RAAMC Association as (Please mark “X” in the appropriate box 
below) 

 

A FULL MEMBER (served/serving in the A.D.F. or Allied Forces) 

AN ASSOCIATE MEMBER (never served in the A.D.F. --Australian Defence Forces) 

ADF CADET ($5) 

Annual Subscription ($15) is due on the 1
st

 January each year. (Reminders will be included in each 

“ACTIVITY SHEET”) --LIFE MEMBERSHIP is $100.  

Cheques/Money Orders should be made out to “5 FIELD AMBULANCE ASSOCIATION” and forwarded to 
either — Alan Curry OAM  (Hon Sect) 35/1a Gordon Cl., ANNA BAY. N.S.W 2316 OR Ann Jackson (Hon 
Treasurer), 64 Morris St., ST MARYS NSW 2760. EFT Details: BSB: 637000, A/C Number: 717253825, A/C 
Name: 5

th
 Field Ambulance Association, Bank: Greater Building Society.  (Please identify yourself). All 

acknowledgements will be in next Newsletter. 

(SIGNATURE) ___________________________(DATE) ________________ 

http://www.raamc.org.au

